Taxonomy of Fairness Concepts in Clustering
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Fair clustering has been a very active and prolific area of research in the last few years, with a
plethora of fairness notions studied. A crucial part of this tutorial focuses on creating a rigorous
taxonomy that provides a thorough categorization of all the different concepts of fairness in clustering. In what follows, we give a brief description of this taxonomy.
Notions of Fairness in Clustering:
1. Demographic Fairness: The high-level goal of such notions is to treat each group of points
fairly, with respect to either how other groups are being treated or with respect to the specific
needs of the group at hand. Usually, the groups of points that we are interested in are given
as part of the input, and they represent points sharing some important defining attributes.
Hence, each group can be perceived as an underlying demographic of the population. For
example, we might be provided with groups representing age, e.g., “children”, “teenagers”,
“adults”, “senior citizens”. We now present all different concepts of demographic fairness
that have been studied in the context of clustering.
(a) Balanced Representation: This is the first fair clustering problem ever studied, and
it was introduced in the seminal work of [13] for the setting of metric k-clustering. It
asks for clusters in which for every demographic, the ratio of its points in every cluster is
the same as the ratio of its points over the whole dataset. This notion has been further
studied in the k-clustering setting [8, 30], as well as in other clustering paradigms such
as spectral clustering [25] and correlation clustering [3].
(b) Relaxed Notion of Balance: Here we do not require the ratio of the points of each
demographic in the cluster to be exactly the same as the ratio of its points over the whole
dataset. We rather relax this condition, and ask for a ratio that is within a certain input
given range. This concept was simultaneously introduced by [8, 7] in the context of
k-clustering. It was later studied for hierarchical clustering by [2], in a stochastic setting
by [16], and with a fairness maximization objective by [15].
(c) Fairness in Center Selection: In the context of k-clustering where k cluster centers
need to be selected, it is reasonable to impose fairness constraints on the set of selected
centers. The work of [24, 21] focuses on avoiding over-representation of any demographic
group in the set of selected centers, while [31] focuses on avoiding under-representation
of any group in the chosen centers.
(d) Proportionally Fair Clustering: In this model, we assume that every large enough
group of points is entitled to their own cluster center. Therefore, we should make sure
that for every such group of points, their assigned centers are close enough to all of
them, in the sense that there exists no other point that is closer to every point in the
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coalition, thus giving them an incentive to deviate from the current assignment. An
interesting aspect of this model is that there are no a priori given sets of points, and the
fairness guarantee should simultaneously hold for every possible subset of the dataset.
This setting was introduced by [12], with further refined results given by [28].
(e) Demographic Fairness in Clustering with Outliers: When clustering with outliers,
we are allowed to exclude a certain number of points from our computations, thus leaving
them “unclustered”. Being chosen as an outlier is an inherently disadvantageous event
for a point. Hence, when the dataset involves points coming from different demographic
groups, we should make sure that a fair amount of points from each such group is chosen
as outliers. This model has been studied only under the k-center objective, with [6]
being the paper that introduced it. Later on, [5, 20] gave improved results for it.
(f) Socially Fair k-Clustering: In many clustering applications, the quantity that really
matters to each point is the distance to its assigned center. Hence, in the presence of
multiple demographic groups it makes sense to consider a fairness metric that looks at
the average assignment distance of each demographic. [1, 17] independently introduced
a model where the objective is to minimize the maximum average assignment distance
over all demographic groups. Later on, [27, 18] gave improved results for the problem.
2. Individual Fairness: The high-level goal of these notions is to treat each individual point
fairly, with respect to either how other individual points are being treated or with respect
to the specific needs of the point at hand. Therefore, our attention here shifts from groups
to individuals. As we will argue during the tutorial, the demographic concepts of fairness
mentioned earlier fail to capture the individualistic needs of points, thus making the need for
studying individual fairness more vital.
The seminal work of [14] will help us create a taxonomy for concepts of individual fairness.
Specifically, [14] introduced a notion of individual fairness for classification, where the aim was
to treat similar individuals similarly. Our categorization makes a distinction between
notions of fairness for clustering that follow the paradigm of [14], and notions that do not.
(a) Notions of Individual Fairness that follow the paradigm of [14]: In order to
translate the paradigm of [14] to a well-defined clustering problem, one needs to answer
two questions. The first is how can we define similarity between points in the context
of clustering? The second is what does similar treatment mean in a clustering problem?
The first question is a modeling issue and hence not that important. The second one
is far more crucial, since the answer to it defines what we perceive as fair treatment.
Therefore, we proceed with the following categorization.
i. Similar treatment in the sense of receiving the same cluster placement:
Here, points that are deemed similar should eventually be placed in the same cluster. The papers of [9, 10, 4] follow this concept, by guaranteeing the same cluster
placement in some stochastic way.
ii. Similar treatment in the sense of receiving similar assignment distances:
As we mentioned earlier, in many clustering applications, the quantity that really
matters to each point is the distance to its assigned center. The work of [11] tries
to provide comparable assignment distances to similar points.
(b) Notions of Individual Fairness that diverge from the paradigm of [14]:
i. A Center in My Neighborhood: In certain applications, minimizing a global
objective on the assignment distances, e.g., the k-means objective, does not suffice
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in order to capture the special needs of individual points. For instance, some points
may require an assignment distance much smaller than what other points can tolerate. Hence, it is reasonable to seek solutions where we do not only minimize the
global objective, but also try to satisfy the individual distance needs of every point.
This model was introduced in [22], and increasingly better results were given in a
subsequent series of papers [26, 29, 32].
ii. Individual Fairness when clustering with outliers: As discussed earlier, being
chosen as an outlier is an inherently disadvantageous event for a point. Therefore, a
solution that consistently picks certain points as outliers can be arguably considered
as biased against them. [19] introduced a randomized model, where each point is not
picked as an outlier with probability at least a certain value. Hence, in a stochastic
sense this type of solution guarantees that every individual point has a decent chance
of getting clustered. Further, [5] gave better results for this problem.
iii. Proximity to the points of your cluster: Finally, [23] introduce an intriguing
concept, that views individual fairness as ensuring that each point is on average
closer to the points in its own cluster than to the points in any other cluster.
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